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ABSTRACT

Any good design of fuel cycles for thermonuclear fusion reactors, which operate on deuterium-tritium fusion, comes with minimized tritium
inventory. The direct internal recycling concept can significantly reduce the tritium inventory of a fusion power plant by introducing a bypass
for most of the unburned fuel from the torus exhaust. It requires a technology that can sharply separate hydrogen isotopes from other gases
in the given environment in the reactor’s pump duct. The prime candidate for this task is a metal foil pump (MFP) using plasma-driven per-
meation. A workflow toward a performance predicting modeling tool of a MFP is introduced. It is based on the characterization of the
employed cold plasma by using a plasma simulation, which is experimentally validated using optical emission spectroscopy and the actinome-
try method. The used approach accounts for the radial inhomogeneity of the linearly extended plasma. We determine the atomic hydrogen
content down to pressures of 1 Pa and condense the complex processes that contribute to the hydrogen atom production into a single excita-
tion probability. This value can be used in Monte Carlo based modeling approaches to determine the particle exhaust performance of the vac-
uum pump.

VC 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0190210

I. INTRODUCTION

The aim of reducing the tritium inventory in the next generation
fusion power plants, namely, DEMO, has turned out to be a strong
driver for the development of new, alternative fuel cycle technologies.1

Such can be found in the concept of Direct Internal Recycling (DIR) as
proposed by KIT.2 It foresees bypassing of the tritium plant for a large
fraction of unburnt fuels. Those are separated from the torus exhaust
close to the divertor and recycled to the matter injection systems.3 In
another loop, only the non-recycled part of the exhaust gas is routed
through the tritium plant systems, where the removal of protium,
helium, and plasma-enhancement gases (PEGs) from the fuel is being
undertaken. Owing to the reduction of the process flows, the process-
ing systems can be scaled down, lowering their tritium inventories.
The average tritium recycling time also decreases immensely due to
the introduced short-cut for the fuel.4

The prime candidate to fulfill the fuel separation duty is the metal
foil pump (MFP), which uses superpermeation. In Ref. 5, superperme-
ability is associated with the requirement of a source of atomic hydro-
gen and a thin metal foil with a nonmetallic impurity monolayer on its
surface. The atomic hydrogen has high probabilities for absorption
into the metal, while the impurity layer inhibits the absorption of

hydrogen impinging in the molecular form.6 The hydrogen diffuses to
the downstream surface, where it can recombine and be released into
the gas-phase again.7 Our research focuses on the interaction of a
cylindrical, surface-wave sustained microwave plasma source8 with
pure group 5 metal foils made from Nb and V. Next to industrial avail-
ability, the plasma source type offers good scalability and high power
densities to achieve separation of large fluxes in the available space in
the DEMO pump duct.

As part of our development plan, several MFP designs are investi-
gated in view of their ability to pump and separate hydrogenic species
and offer large conductance during the dwell phase. This evaluation
succeeds in a performance predicting modeling tool based on the Test
Particle Monte Carlo (TPMC) approach, which uses the free molecular
flow code ProVac3D.9 It allows testing of complex geometries with
reasonable computational effort, much lower than that of Direct
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) approaches. To this end, all relevant
processes taking place in the plasma volume are condensed into a not
physically accessible parameter, the plasma excitation probability. It is
defined as the probability of a surface reaction that turns an impinging
hydrogen molecule into an atom, not accounting for mass balance,
and is exclusive to the plasma source boundary. By evaluating plasma
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excitation probabilities that yield atomic hydrogen fractions corre-
sponding to the plasma simulation for a specific volume at certain
operation conditions, the complexity of simulating large plasmas in
the geometries of the MFP by DSMC approaches is avoided.

An exemplary sketch of a MFP design is given in Fig. 1 to explain
the boundary conditions in the TPMC simulation. For the simulation
of the burn phase, a large number of ground-state particles, namely,
D2 molecules, enter the MFP through the inlet. Running the model
requires knowledge of parameters that describe the interaction of the
relevant particles with the boundaries. Specific interactions with
respective probabilities will have to be prescribed to the boundaries,
most importantly reflection, excitation, and de-excitation on the
plasma boundary and permeation through the foil boundary.

Permeation probabilities can be found in the literature.5,6

Excitation transforms the ground-state particle to an excited particle
with the ability to permeate through the foil like a hydrogen atom.
Thus, excited is used equivalently to atomic hydrogen here. Assuming
the excited particle in the TPMC simulation is atomic hydrogen, its
de-excitation can be understood as surface recombination, for which
probabilities are given in the literature.10–12

The TPMC simulation models only one particle at a time. Thus,
in our simplified approach, the excitation of one ground-state parti-
cle only transforms it to one excited particle, not accounting for
mass balance of the dissociation and recombination reactions. To
obtain the excitation probability, first, the plasma needs to be
characterized.

We approach the issue by validating the simulation and finding
an excitation probability, which yields volume-averaged atomic
hydrogen molar fractions corresponding to those in the plasma in
our experimental setup HERMESplus. Figure 2 describes the work-
flow to come to this value, using a 2D axisymmetric hydrogen
plasma simulation as a link between experiment and TPMC simula-
tion. The experimentally obtained atomic hydrogen molar fraction
measurements are compared against what the simulation predicts
for the individual measurements. We build a simplified model of the
plasma simulation with only ground-state and excited species and
identical boundary conditions except for the plasma source bound-
ary, which is prescribed an excitation probability. By evaluating the
volume-averaged atomic hydrogen molar fraction for varying pres-
sure and plasma power, we match excitation probabilities to plasma
source operation points for use in the Monte Carlo model. The
TPMC simulation also features a foil boundary, through which the
excited particles can permeate with a probability depending on find-
ings from experiment and literature. This probability also considers
the effective change in the permeation flux due to the presence of
noble gases.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The experimental method we use to evaluate the atomic hydro-
gen concentration is referred to as actinometry.13–15 It allows for the
estimation of the ground-state density of a species A (here, H) based
on the knowledge of the density of another ground-state species B
(here, Ar) and optical emission spectroscopy (OES). In plasma, both
ground-state species are excited to a certain excited state via direct elec-
tron impact with a rate kr;i. This state radiatively decays, emitting pho-
tons of a characteristic wavelength detected spectroscopically. For the
method to be accurate, the excitation to the radiative state has to pre-
dominantly happen from the ground-state and not in two-step pro-
cesses. The de-excitation has to occur through mainly radiative decay.
Furthermore, the excitation threshold for the two species should be
similar, and the cross sections should exhibit similar shapes. Given
those conditions, the densities of the species follow the simple
relationship

nA
nB

¼ k
IA
IB
; (1)

in which nA and nB are the two respective ground-state atom densities,
k is a constant, and IA and IB are the intensities at the two characteris-
tic wavelengths of de-excitation of the excited states of species A and
B, respectively.

Ar has been used extensively in the literature as actinometer for
the measurement of the atomic hydrogen concentration.13,14 Due to
their strong signal and similar excitation thresholds and cross sections
for the production of the emitting states, the H-a line (656.28nm) and
the Ar(2p1 ! 1s2) line (750.387nm) are chosen for the evaluation. In
this experiment, shown in a scheme in Fig. 3, hydrogen plasma is
seeded with a small amount of Ar, of which the neutral ground-state
density is known precisely. The introduced amount must not impact
the hydrogen plasma significantly. Considering the respective feeds
through calibrated mass flow controllers and the previously deter-
mined pumping speeds for H and Ar, we calculate the gas composition
in the vessel. In our plasma, high degrees of dissociation are given,FIG. 1. Model of cylindrical MFP used in the Test Particle Monte Carlo simulation.

FIG. 2. Workflow toward a performance predicting modeling tool for a MFP.
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leading to an increase in pressure when switching on the plasma. To
keep the pressure steady, the valve to pumping is opened correspond-
ingly, decreasing the molar fraction of Ar. When calculating the
desired feed ratio to reach a certain Ar concentration, we take the mea-
sured feed ratio to obtain the same pressure in the vessel at a given
valve position with the individual H and Ar feeds. Considering free
molecular flow through the small opening of the valve in front of the
turbomolecular pump, one would expect a required flow ratio of the
square-root of the mass ratio of H2 and Ar, i.e. (2/40)0.5¼ 0.224 to
achieve the same partial pressure of the two gases. We experimentally
determine a feed ratio of 0.2233 for H2 and Ar, which is roughly 0.224
and within the uncertainties of the flow meters. However, dissociating
a large fraction of hydrogen changes the situation as the pumping
speed of H is greater than that of H2. Taking a first guess for the
volume-averaged atomic hydrogen concentration from the simulation
yH , we can compute a pumping speed ratio of Ar/H pumping during
plasma,

smix ¼ yH
1
40

� �0:5

þ 1� yHð Þ 2
40

� �0:5

: (2)

Considering the feed flows _F of H2 and Ar, the concentration of
Ar can be computed with a correction for the relative increase in H
particles due to dissociation, introduced by the factor gH ,

yAr ¼ 1
_FH

_FAr
smixgH

¼ 1
_FH

_FAr
smix

1
1� 0:5yHð Þ

: (3)

The main vessel is continuously pumped by a Pfeiffer TPU 180 H
turbomolecular pump with two Leybold Ecodry 25 plus roots pumps
in parallel as roughing pumps. As shown in Fig. 3, the main vessel is
connected to the chamber downstream the metal foil via a bypass that

is opened during the experiment. A gate valve stops pumping in the
downstream chamber so that selective hydrogen pumping by the
semi-permeable foil does not impact the hydrogen concentration in
the vessel. Hence, pumping of H and Ar only occurs on the main
vessel.

The measurements are performed within our experimental setup
HERMESplus, which features a 2.45GHz microwave plasma source at
its center with 4 kW maximum power and a 0.1mm thick, 30 cm2

vanadium foil at a radial distance of �100mm to said plasma source.
Reflected microwave power is measured and deposited in a dummy
load by a circulator. The foil is of tubular shape and open toward one
end, to which the downstream chamber is connected. The upstream
pressure is measured using a Leybold capacitance manometer CM 1
and a MKS Instruments 690A Baratron gauge, which were in reason-
ably good agreement with each other. The setup is equipped with a
Plasus EMICON SA optical emission spectroscope (200–1100 nm with
a resolution of 1.5 nm) with a collimator optic installed with a radial
view on the plasma column ex-vacuum. It can be manually adjusted to
probe the plasma at different angles.

The constant k from Eq. (1) constitutes from several different fac-
tors as taken from13

k ¼ FQ
kr;Ar
kr;H

; (4)

in which F takes into account the optical device response Ki at the dif-
ferent wavelengths, the radiative decay rate krad;i at which the mea-
sured line is emitted of species as well as the total radiative decay rate
of the excited species krad;i;tot and the wavelength ki,

F ¼
KArkH

krad;Ar
krad;Ar;tot

KHkAr
krad;H
krad;H;tot

: (5)

The factor Q is a term that considers all of the quenching reactions
that destroy the emitting excited state of Ar and H.13 We only consider
quenching reactions of the excited species with H, H2, and Ar. The
quenching reaction rates are obtained from the relative collision veloc-
ity, which is the average of the thermal velocities of the two colliding
species.

The reaction rates for ground-state excitation by direct electron
impact kr;i are calculated assuming a generalized approach for the elec-
tron energy distribution function (EEDF)16,17 using the relationship

kr;i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2
me

r ð1
0
ri �ð Þ�f �ð Þd�; (6)

with me being the electron mass, rið�Þ the collisional cross section to
produce the emitting state, which is a function of the electron energy �;
and f ð�Þ the EEDF in eV�1.5. The power law of the generalized EEDF
is obtained from a linear function of the electron mean energy in the
respective plasma region. Abel’s inversion cannot be employed to our
setup due to geometric constraints of our plasma vessel.

The choice of EEDF significantly impacts the determined reaction
rates of the two reactions in Eq. (4), which can lead to substantially dif-
ferent results. We compute the EEDF with a generalized approach,
being neither pure Maxwellian’ nor pure Druyvesteyn’, but instead a
mix of the two. In publications on actinometry, often a Maxwellian

FIG. 3. HERMESplus plasma vessel.
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EEDF is assumed to compute the reaction rates.13,14 The Maxwellian’
is a simplified form of the Boltzmann distribution, which assumes
thermodynamic equilibrium as is usually the case when the ionization
degree is high. However, this typically does not apply to cold plasma
like the one in the present work, which exhibits non-Maxwellian
behavior. The Druyvesteyn’ EEDF, on the other hand, was specifically
derived to describe cold plasma like in industrial or laboratory applica-
tions.18 In comparison to the Maxwellian’ EEDF, it not only exhibits a
shift of the maximum of the EEDF toward higher energies for one elec-
tron mean energy but also leads to lower population of the high energy
tail of the EEDF corresponding to fast losses of the fast electrons to the
surrounding walls.19 We assume our plasma to be close to Maxwellian’
in the center of the plasma vessel and close to Druyvesteyn’ at the outer
walls of the vessel. This radial shift in the EEDF is implemented by cal-
culating the power law of the generalized EEDF as a function of the
electron mean energy. This fit function comes from a first solution of
the whole system for the operation point of 20 Pa and 2.4 kW plasma
power, for which a good match between simulation and experiment is
obtained. The same fit function is applied to all the measurements for
consistency of the validation approach.

A novelty in our experiment is that we do not compute the reaction
rate based on themost active plasma region but instead divide the axisym-
metric plasma in rings, for which we compute kr;i individually. For the
evaluation of the EEDF and reaction rates kr;i, we also consider the pres-
ence of Ar with the corresponding molar fractions from the experiment
and the respective plasma chemistry but without H–Ar collisions.

We use a first solution from simulation to approximate the local
plasma composition and electron temperature and density in the indi-
vidual rings at the axial position of the line of sight. Figure 4 shows
their segmentation and two of the OES’ lines-of-sight for experiments,
for which the integral intensity ratio of the two characteristic lines is
obtained. The line-of-sight angle is b. A perfect mixture is assumed,
yielding a homogeneous Ar concentration throughout the vessel.
Based on the length of the line of sight through each ring, we use
weighing factors to compute an average reaction rate for each mea-
surement. Thus, the average reaction rate kr;i;j that applies to a mea-
surement j is obtained by summing over rings q¼ 1–12 according to

kr;i;j ¼
X12
q¼1

lq
ltot;j

kr;i;q: (7)

In the same fashion, the average particle densities and quenching reac-
tion rates for the respective measurement are computed.

A schematic of the simulation domain is given in Fig. 5. It fea-
tures a 2D axisymmetric model of the experimental setup
HERMESplus with inner and outer conductors, cooling air channel,
and dielectric and plasma domain. A time-harmonic, electromagnetic
wave (2.45GHz) in transverse electromagnetic mode is fed from two
opposing ports, entering the vacuum domain through a dielectric win-
dow to perform work on an electron fluid in the plasma domain.
While the fluid approximation makes the problem computationally
much less demanding, it becomes inaccurate at too low pressures.17 It
allows describing the electron fluid with macroscopic quantities such
as the electron density, mean electron energy, and mean electron
momentum as done by using the Microwave Plasma and
Electromagnetic Wave interfaces of the COMSOL Multiphysics soft-
ware. The equations that describe the quantities are obtained from the
Boltzmann equation by averaging over velocity space. In this way, the
emerging distribution functions only depend on space and time.18

Neglecting the neutral fluid velocity, this approach gives rise to the so-
called continuity equation

@ne
@t

þr � neueð Þ ¼ Se � Le; (8)

where ne is the electron density, ue is the electron drift velocity, and Se
and Le are the source and loss term of electrons, respectively. This
equation is typically used to describe the electron balance for each ele-
ment of a simulation domain, in which the electron movement over

FIG. 4. Ring segmentation for OES measurements of atomic hydrogen concentra-
tion and lines of sight of spectroscope. FIG. 5. Model of the plasma vessel in the simulation.
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the cell boundaries is given by the second term. The right-hand side of
the equation is defined by the plasma chemistry.

Our chemistry considers several different ionization reactions
and only a few volume recombination reactions. Most electrons are
lost to the walls, for which an additional set of reactions is considered.
The vessel walls, like in the experimental setup HERMESplus, are
grounded, and no charge accumulation occurs. However, we consider
secondary electron emission by electrons and some heavy species with
probabilities taken from literature.21,22 The source term can then be
expressed as

Se ¼
Xn
m¼1

yHnenHkr;m; (9)

where yHnH defines the number density of the heavy species H that
participates in the ionizing reaction for all n ionizing reactions. The
energy density of a plasma without superimposed bulk velocity of the
gas can be described through the expression

@ne
@t

þr � Ce þ E � Ce ¼ Ge þ P
q
; (10)

where ne is the electron energy density, Ce is the electron energy flux,
E is the electric field arising from charge separation, Ge is the energy
gain or loss in the respective volume, and P is the power density trans-
ferred to the electron fluid by the microwave. The energy loss in the
volume is, again, defined by the assigned plasma chemistry through
the relation

Ge ¼
Xn
m¼1

yHnenHkr;iDem; (11)

with the energy loss Dem for reaction m. The macroscopic quantity of
momentum conservation allows for solving for the electron flux

Ce ¼ uene (12)

using the assumptions that the momentum exchange frequency is sig-
nificantly larger than the frequencies of the microwave, ionization, or
attachment reactions. Additionally, if the thermal velocity of electrons
is much larger than the electron drift velocity ue, it can be formulated
as20

ue ¼ q
me�m

E � kB
me�m

rTe � kBTe

neme�m
rne; (13)

with �m being the frequency for momentum transfer collisions, me the
electronmass, kB Boltzmann’s constant, and Te the electron temperature.

To help buildup of plasma, an initial electron density of
ne;0 ¼ 1016 m�3 is assumed. A simplified form of the wave equation is
solved in the frequency domain. The microwave’s time-varying electric
field �Em resistively heats the electron fluid by inducing a current den-
sity of amplitude �J according to

P ¼ 1
2
Re �J � �E �

m

� �
¼ 1

2
�Emj j2Re rð Þ; (14)

in the electron fluid that is described by its electrical conductivity

r ¼ nee2

með�m þ jxÞ ; (15)

where e is the electron space charge and �E
�
m is the complex conjugate

of the microwave’s electric field.17

The heavy species diffusion is modeled using a simplified form of
the Maxwell-Stefan equation,23 which assumes a mixture-averaged dif-
fusion coefficient Dij based on the respective mass fractions of all heavy
species wi:

17 The diffusion of species i to n in a multicomponent fluid
can be described assuming a local equilibrium of the thermodynamical
driving force and the total friction force experienced by this species
according to

yi
RT

rli ¼ �
Xn
j 6¼1

xjJM;i � xiJM;j

ctotDij
for i ¼ 1…n; (16)

where R is the universal gas constant, li is the chemical potential, JM
is the diffusive molar fluxes, andDij is the binary Maxwell-Stefan diffu-
sivity. The latter is typically given in shape of a matrix, which increases
the complexity of solving the equation with a rising number of species.
Applying a mixture-average diffusion coefficient Di;m simplifies the
calculation enormously. In a system with a total ofQ species, this diffu-
sion can be found using the mass fraction wi of species i with

Di;m ¼ 1� wiXQ

j 6¼i

yi
Dij

: (17)

A mixture-averaged multicomponent diffusion velocity VD;i is then
obtained with

VD;i ¼ Di;m
rwi

wi
þ Di;m

rMm

Mm
þ Di;T

rT
T

� zili;mE

þ
X
j

Mj

Mm
Dj;mrxj; (18)

where Mm is the mean molar mass of the mixture, Di;T is the thermal
diffusion coefficient, and the fourth term on the right hand side comes
from the diffusion of ionic species in the case of electric fields, where
li;m is the mixture-averaged ion mobility. The fifth term on the right
hand side is a mixture diffusion correction term. With the aforemen-
tioned equations and the density q, the diffusive flux vector ji of spe-
cies i is found as

ji ¼ qwiVD;i: (19)

Using Einstein’s relation to determine the mixture-averaged mobility

li;m ¼ q
kBT

Di;m; (20)

the set of equations is complete to solve the single species balance
equation

q
@wi

@t
þ q u � rð Þwi ¼ r � ji þ Ri; (21)

where the second term on the left hand side describes the change of
the weight fraction of component i due to mass transport with the
mass-averaged fluid velocity u, and Ri represents a reaction term, sum-
marizing all reactions that destroy or create component i.

The plasma chemistry is formulated on the basis of Refs. 24–27
and determines the power transfer from the electron fluid to the gas
via electron impact collisions. However, it also considers heavy species
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chemical reactions as well as surface-reactions. In Table I, a small set
of the implemented reactions is shown with focus on the dissociation
reactions responsible for the production of atomic hydrogen and those
crucial for the estimation of the validity of the actinometry principle in
the given discharge.13 Reaction 10 is not specifically considered in the
model but included in the cross section of reaction 1. However, we
evaluate its reaction rate in the results section to determine if the acti-
nometry principle can be applied at the conditions of the discharge at
hand.

The most important channels for the destruction of atomic
hydrogen at the pressures in the given discharge (�10Pa) are surface
recombination reactions. Volume recombination of atomic hydrogen
is negligible as it requires a three-particle collision to carry away the
liberated energy. Especially on metal surfaces like stainless steel, surface
recombination occurs at high rates according to reaction 8.10–12

Reaction 9 describes the recombination on the alumina dielectric of
the plasma source, which happens at lower rates.

The production of atomic hydrogen is expected to happen pre-
dominantly through direct electron impact onto the ground-state mol-
ecule, which results in the nearly instantaneous dissociation when the
molecule is excited to the H2 b3

Pþ
u triplet state. In Ref. 28, this excita-

tion is included as the most relevant in a total dissociation cross sec-
tion, also considering dissociation through other triplet and singlet
states with a threshold energy of 6 eV. Multi-step excitation can also
lead to a significant contribution to dissociation reactions with reac-
tions 2–4 being chosen for the plasma chemistry in the present work.
There are also several heavy species volume reactions27 included that
lead to dissociation, but those are not listed in detail in Table I.
Reaction 5 represents the ground-state excitation to the H (n¼ 3)
state, for which the reaction rate is computed according to Eqs. (6) and
(7) for the atomic hydrogen density measurement. Reactions 6 and 7
are two-step excitation processes, the rates of which have to be care-
fully assessed and compared to that of reaction 5 to confirm the valid-
ity of the actinometry approach, similar to reaction 13. Reactions 11

and 12 represent the radiative decay reactions that emit photons of the
investigated wavelength in the actinometry experiment. Reactions 14
and 15 are considered as two-step excitation reactions with metastables
that potentially compete with the ground-state excitation of argon in
the contribution to the formation of the Ar(2p1) state.

III. RESULTS
A. Experiments

Since the experiments serve the purpose of validation of the simu-
lation, we compare atomic hydrogen concentrations as expected from
simulation with measurements with corresponding operation parame-
ters. The line intensities IH and IAr are obtained as a time-average over
an integration time of t¼ 30 s with the individual measurement points
having exposure times of 3–30ms based on the overall intensity of the
discharge at the investigated angle. Only the intensity at the precisely
given wavelengths (656.2–656.4 and 750.2–750.4 nm) is recorded for
the evaluation. No saturation of the lines has been reached in any of
the displayed results, and no radiation imprisonment is assumed. The
characteristic emissions lines corresponding to the Ar(2p5) ! Ar(1s4)
de-excitation (751.465nm) and the Ar(2p4) ! Ar(1s4) de-excitation
(747.117 nm) could, in theory, contribute to the measured 750.387nm
line due to the broad spectral resolution of the spectroscope. However,
in the actinometry experiment, those lines could barely be distinct
from background, which is probably caused by the low ground-state
excitation cross sections of the respective upper states.34 A background
of the hydrogen plasma is subtracted from both emission line intensi-
ties. It is measured in a pure H2 plasma at 750.387 nm at the same
operation conditions as in the corresponding actinometry experiment.

The collimator optic allows probing the plasma at angles between
0� (aimed directly at the plasma source) and 14.6� with an uncertainty
of 60.5� at 0� and 61� at larger angles, before facing the wall of the
view port. The window is made from 3mm borosilicate with a steady
transmissivity to 500 and 1000nm of about 91%. As this impacts the
signal of both observed lines equally, it does not contribute to the
uncertainty of the measurement. The plasma is operated at 20Pa
upstream pressure with �3 vol.% Ar with slight, but accounted for,
variations with the dissociation degree. From Eqs. (1), (3), and (4), all
relevant sources of uncertainty of the measurement can be identified.
First, no systemic uncertainty in the line signal ratio is expected as
radiation imprisonment is assumed as negligible, and the window
transmissivity is the same for both wavelengths. Second, the uncer-
tainty in the estimated dissociation degree, the feed values of the cali-
brated mass flow controllers, and the gas-specific pumping speeds
propagate into the Ar atom density calculation according to Eqs. (2)
and (3). The latter two are incorporated into the total uncertainty,
which mainly arises from the statistical uncertainty of the optic signal.
The same can be said for the quenching correction factor, which has,
anyway, only a small impact due to the low density in the discharge.
The uncertainty in the excitation reaction rates, which depends on
uncertainties in the plasma parameters, gas composition, EEDF shape,
and collisional cross section, is not evaluated here. The uncertainty in
the optic angle propagates into uncertainties in the assumptions of gas
composition, plasma parameters, EEDF shape, and excitation reaction
rates as well. However, the quantification of this effect is beyond the
scope of this work.

The tuning of the plasma chemistry was performed operating the
plasma at 20Pa and 2.4 kW power input. To confirm its validity

TABLE I. Some of the reactions used in the hydrogen plasma simulation.

No. Reaction Given as References

1 e þ H2 ! eþ 2 H rð�Þ 28
2 e þ H2(v1)! eþ 2 H rð�Þ 29
3 e þ H2(v2)! eþ 2 H rð�Þ 29
4 e þ H2(v3)! eþ 2 H rð�Þ 29
5 eþH ! eþH(n¼ 3) rð�Þ 30
6 eþH(2s) ! eþH(n¼ 3) rð�Þ 31
7 eþH(2p) ! eþH(n¼ 3) rð�Þ 31
8 H ! 0.5 H2 0.1 (metal) 11
9 H ! 0.5 H2 0.02 (Al2O3) 10
10 e þ H2 ! eþH þ H(n¼ 3) rð�Þ 30
11 H(n¼ 3)! H(n¼ 2) þ h� 4.41� 107 s�1 32
12 Ar(2p1) ! Ar(1s2) þ h� 4.45� 107s�1 33
13 H(n¼ 4)! H(n¼ 3) þ h� 8.99 � 106 s�1 32
14 e þ Ar(1s3) ! e þ Ar(2p1) rð�Þ 34
15 e þ Ar(1s5) ! e þ Ar(2p1) rð�Þ 34
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beyond the tuned range, we tested several different power inputs down
to 1.2 kW with reasonably good agreement. Figures 6(a) and 6(b)
show the values of the atomic hydrogen molar fraction yH over differ-
ent optics angles pointing at the plasma. The dashed lines represent
values taken from simulation, and the solid symbols are the actinome-
try measurements. We derive the uncertainty in the measurement
solely from the statistical error of the experimental data. The values for
yH increase with the angle until a peak is reached and then drop off
toward larger angles.

Especially for small angles, where the plasma intensity is bright-
est, a good match between simulation and experiment is reached. At
2.4 kW power, a maximum value of �8% is reached for yH , dropping
off to 6% at the largest angle. We note that the offset between simula-
tion and experiment increases toward lower powers and larger line of
sight angles. The latter can be explained by the larger uncertainty in
the calculation of the EEDF and reaction rates in the outer rings, where
the electron temperatures drop off sharply. The simulation might

underestimate the atomic hydrogen concentration at lower powers due
to overestimation of the recombination coefficient. Two effects can
potentially strengthen this effect: more vessel surface erosion and
porosity at higher powers, yielding more surface for hydrogen atom
adsorption and recombination and the lower atomic hydrogen density
in the gas-phase reduces recombination rates by the Eley-Rideal
mechanism.

To calculate the quenching reaction rates, we take the respective
particle species density from a first estimate from simulation and the
collision velocity as an average from the thermal velocities of the two
colliding species. The cross sections are taken from Refs. 33–36. The
actinometry principle can be applied if the ground-state excitation
(reaction 5) dominates over the other reactions that produce the H
(n¼ 3) state, the most relevant being reactions 6, 7, and 10. To confirm
reaction 5 as predominant, we divide the rate of reaction 5 by the sum
of the competing reaction rates. This is done for each ring and at each
power, for which the validation is performed (1.2–2.4 kW plasma
power) individually. Reaction 13 is excluded from this analysis as the
H(n¼ 4) density is very low in the given discharge. The results are dis-
played in Fig. 7. One can see that the reaction rate for ground-state
excitation stays larger than the sum of the other reaction rates
throughout the complete tested range, except for the cases of 1.6 and
1.2 kW at large radial distance from the central plasma. However, due
to the low electron temperatures in this region, the uncertainty in the
EEDF becomes quite large, and the impact of the radiation from these
rings on the integral intensity is negligible. Thus, one can conclude
that ground-state excitation dominates over the other channels for
production of the H(n¼ 3) state for all probed angles of the OES.

The two-step excitation processes of Ar according to reactions 14
and 15 have quite high rates in the given discharge. However, quench-
ing by hydrogenic species is very efficient in depopulating the Ar meta-
stables at rates at least 3 orders of magnitude larger than those of the
two-step excitation processes.35–41 Thus, we exclude two-step excita-
tion processes through the Ar metastable states as significant contribu-
tors to the formation of the Ar(2p1) state.

FIG. 6. Atomic hydrogen molar fractions as computed in simulation and measured
experimentally for 1.6 and 2.4 kW in (a) and 1.2 and 2 kW in (b) over the line of
sight angle, looking at the plasma.

FIG. 7. Ratio of ground-state excitation to all relevant two-step excitation
processes.
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B. Simulation

The simulation provides valuable insights into the characteriza-
tion of the cold plasma of the MFP. The electric field distribution,
shown as calculated with the simulation in Fig. 8(a), resolves the
regions of high power absorption by the electron fluid in the plasma.
At the ends of the outer conductor and close to the plasma source, the
electric field of the microwave rises, leading to significant electron
heating at this location. This is also reflected in the calculated profiles
of the electron temperature and density. Those play important roles in

the production of atomic hydrogen, the duty of the plasma for applica-
tion in the MFP, and are displayed in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c) for operation
with 2.4 kW plasma power at 20Pa. The forward, absorbed, and
reflected microwave power are monitored to ensure no breakdown in
the cooling air channel is simulated. As indicated by the electric field
distribution, electron temperature and density rise highest at the ends
of the plasma column. There, the cutoff electron density is reached,
which causes a resonance of the microwave, leading to spikes in the
electric field and very efficient heating of the electron fluid. Some mea-
surements for the same type of plasma source are documented in Ref.
8. However, the reference is not suitable for a detailed comparison
since the reported values were obtained using Ar. In our simulation,
the peak electron densities reached are �1.4� 1017 m�3 up to several
cm radial distance from the dielectric, dropping off�1 order of magni-
tude at larger radii of the vessel before approaching 0 in the plasma
sheath. The electron temperature peaks at more than 7 eV close to the
dielectric and reaches �2 eV in a large volume in the bulk of the
plasma.

The change of electron temperature with pressure and power is
revealed in a parametric study of the hydrogen plasma. The shown
results are obtained by averaging along the z-axis for certain radial dis-
tances from the plasma source. Variation of pressure has quite signifi-
cant changes on the radial profile of the electron temperature as
depicted in Fig. 9(a). In this graph, the plasma power is fixed to
2.4 kW.We see that in this case, the peak temperature also only slightly
increases toward lower pressures, but the profile becomes flatter, yield-
ing larger electron temperatures throughout the whole plasma domain.
The increased mean free path of the electrons at low pressures allows
better propagation of the electron energy into the vessel before being
depleted by collisions. This also increases the volume, in which a sig-
nificant amount of dissociation reactions occurs. In Fig. 9(b), the pres-
sure is set to 20Pa, and power varied from 3 to 1 kW. We see that
despite a threefold increase in power from 1 to 3 kW, the peak electron
temperature only increases by �60% close to the plasma source. The
radial profiles of the electron temperatures converge toward larger
radii.

Judging by the atomic hydrogen molar fraction in the plasma, its
production follows the distribution of electron temperature and den-
sity. Figure 10(a) shows the atomic hydrogen molar fraction through-
out the vessel for a plasma operation at 2.4 kW and 20Pa. One can see
that the profile tailors that of the electron temperature, with the highest
local concentrations close to the ends of the plasma source. Toward
the plasma source dielectric, however, the concentration barely
reduces, but toward the plasma vessel stainless steel walls, it drops off-
< 1% while reaching almost 30% peak values in the center. For the
study of different pressures, we observe a similar trend as for the elec-
tron temperature. The radial profiles flatten even more toward lower
pressures, but the peak concentration at the center barely increases.

The integral behavior is evaluated by determining the volume-
averaged atomic hydrogen molar fraction for different powers and
pressures. Figure 11(a) displays the change in yH with power absorbed
by the plasma in the simulation. Here, the pressure was fixed to 20Pa.
One can see that the atomic hydrogen molar fraction increases almost
linearly with power within the observed range. This finding for the
supply of atomic hydrogen is in good agreement with experimental
measurements of the permeation flux changes with plasma power.42

Figure 11(b) shows the trend of yH with pressure. The simulation

FIG. 8. Electric field distribution (a), electron density (b), and electron temperature
(c) as computed by simulation in the plasma domain for operation with 2.4 kW
plasma power at 20 Pa.
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yields results from 40 to 10Pa but does not reach convergence below
that. This finding fits experimental observations because without mag-
netic field, the hydrogen plasma cannot build up the sufficient electron
density corresponding to the cutoff to provide efficient heating in the
resonance zone of the plasma.8 In the MFP, the plasma is still expected
to ignite below 10Pa with the assistance of the PF coil magnetic field.18

This is why, for extrapolation of yH to pressures below 10Pa, we used
the green dashed line in Fig. 11(b). We see that the volume-average
atomic hydrogen molar fraction is �5% at 20Pa, �9% at 10Pa, and
�18% at 1 Pa, according to the fit function. The absorbed power by
plasma did not deviate more than 0.62% from the 2.4 kW nominal
value in the simulations.

C. Parameter extraction

The aim of the present work is to translate the plasma simulation
results into a single excitation probability parameter such that the

volume-averaged atomic hydrogen molar fractions correspond to
those in the plasma in the experimental setup HERMESplus. The
aforementioned data serve as benchmark for the evaluation of the exci-
tation probabilities to match those to certain operation conditions.

A twin of the plasma simulation is modeled with no volume but
only surface interactions. In this model, there are only ground-state
and excited species. The former can become excited on the plasma
source boundary with a probability pexc. Excited particles can recom-
bine on any walls according to the wall material’s typical recombina-
tion coefficient. The plasma source diameter is set to 3 and 5 cm in
two different parametric studies. The first value represents the plasma
source diameter in the experiment and plasma simulation. A large-
scale MFP for DEMO, however, requires significantly more power,
which drives up the size of the plasma source conductors. The plasma
source dielectric is, thus, assumed as 5 cm diameter in the MFP. Such
an expansion of the surface for excitation causes large changes in the
resulting excited particle production. This is displayed in Fig. 12(a),
which shows the excited particle molar fractions obtained in the simpli-
fied model depending on the excitation probability on the plasma source

FIG. 9. Change of electron temperature in H2 plasma over the radial distance from
the central axis of the plasma vessel with pressure (a) and power (b).

FIG. 10. Atomic hydrogen molar fraction over the plasma domain at 2.4 kW plasma
power and 20 Pa in (a) and the radial profile of the atomic hydrogen molar fraction
for pressures from 10 to 30 Pa at 2.4 kW plasma power in (b).
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boundary. The expanded plasma source yields significantly higher
excited particle concentrations. To take the reduction in volume of the
model by expansion of the plasma boundary into account, a volume-
correction factor is introduced, which assumes a linear relationship
between power density and excited particle molar fraction. Experiments
on PDP fluxes have demonstrated this to be a reasonably accurate
approximation.42 The values to be used for the excitation in the TPMC
simulation can be read from Fig. 12(a), taking the results in Fig. 11(b)
into account. Thus, for the operation at 2.4 kW at 1Pa, the atomic
hydrogen molar fraction is expected at�18%, which is achieved with an
excitation probability of 0.45 for a plasma source diameter of 5 cm.

The extrapolation for the atomic hydrogen molar fraction follows
a fourth degree polynomial. In theory, the atomic hydrogen molar
fraction should reach 100% as the pressure tends to 0 since less and
less energy is required to dissociate the remaining quantity of hydro-
gen. Assuming that the plasma still burns and the microwave power is
deposited, it should dissociate all of the remaining hydrogen. The fit-
function underestimates yH toward infinitesimally small pressures and,
thus, delivers a conservative estimate of the atomic hydrogen molar
fractions at pressures below 10Pa. For the operation between 5 and

1Pa with 2.4 kW, the corresponding excitation probabilities are
roughly 0.25–0.45. A conservative limit for the operation at 10 Pa is an
excitation probability of 0.1. To demonstrate that the choice of excita-
tion probability is consistent for varying diameters of the plasma ves-
sel, a parametric study of the diameter of the plasma vessel in both the
validated plasma simulation and the mirror simulation is performed.
Figure 12(b) shows the change in the molar fraction of atomic hydro-
gen or excited particles, respectively, with the diameter of the plasma
vessel in both simulations. The calculated change with the plasma ves-
sel diameter is the same for both simulations, proving that using the
excitation probability on the plasma source surface is consistent with
the results obtained in a complex plasma simulation.

IV. CONCLUSION

A workflow toward a development tool for a MFP in DEMO is
introduced. We present a 2D axisymmetric plasma fluid simulation

FIG. 11. Atomic hydrogen molar fraction over power (a) and pressure (b).

FIG. 12. Excited particle molar fraction of the excitation probability pexc in (a) and
excited particle or atomic hydrogen molar fraction over the plasma vessel diameter
of the respective simulation model in (b).
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that characterizes the plasma used to drive the permeation flux in an
MFP. By use of optical emission spectroscopy, actinometry with argon
is applied as experimental method to validate the plasma simulation
within the operational range of plasma powers from 1.2 to 2.4 kW at
20Pa pressure. The measured atomic hydrogen molar fraction ranges
from �5% to 9% at the respective peak values of the radial profiles.
The volume-averaged atomic hydrogen molar fraction is obtained
with the validated simulation for pressures from 40 to 10Pa, at which
point it is determined as �9% and extrapolated down to 1Pa, where it
rises to �18%. A simplified version of the plasma simulation with no
volume but only surface reactions and two gas species mimic the disso-
ciation of hydrogen with interaction probabilities on the surfaces. By
matching the atomic hydrogen concentration values of a certain
plasma operation as obtained from the validated simulation to the
results of the simplified model, an excitation probability is found that
represents the plasma operation at certain conditions. This probability
can be used in a Test Particle Monte Carlo approach vacuum simula-
tion, which determines the MFP performance in view of pumping
speed and hydrogen separation efficiency.
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